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Karel, the Robot
An educational visual programming language for beginners, created by Richard E. 

Pattis at Stanford.



Representing Computer Programs

?

Want concise representation of computer program, capturing the intended 
functionality of the code, even if the program would crash.

Given a pre-condition state, what would the post-condition be after 
executing the program?



What you already know: Encoding Sentences

On natural language sentences:

→ E.g. train RNN/CNN/Recursive NN on 
a language modeling task

→ use trained network to create 
embeddings of sentences

Can we do the same for computer 
programs?



Encoding and Decoding States
At each node of the tree: small neural network to encode and decode state

Encoder:

Decoder:

: program embedding matrix



Objective Loss Function

                measures how well the model is doing on predicting post-conditions

                quantifies quality of encoder / decoder on reconstructing provided   
pre-conditions



Recursive Neural Network to Generate Program 
Embeddings

Note: Programs already have inherent tree structure, so no  
additional parsing necessary! 

Our 
embedding!



Summary

● Paper presented a neural network method to encode 
programs as mapping from precondition space to 
postcondition space, using recursive neural nets

● Learned representations can be used for other tasks, e.g.:
○ Cluster students by program similarity
○ Predict feedback
○ Perform knowledge tracing over multiple code 

submissions.



Application (ongoing research): 
Knowledge Tracing over Program Submissions

● Understand a student’s knowledge 
over time while she is solving a 
programming challenge (potentially 
with intermediate submissions)

● Predict/suggest interventions:
○ Hint
○ Instructional video
○ Motivational video
○ Choice of next exercise

https://studio.code.org/hoc/18

https://studio.code.org/hoc/18
https://studio.code.org/hoc/18


Training objective: Given the sequence of program embeddings, 
predict future student performance.

Program embeddings

Sequence of program 
submissions of a single 

student on the same 
exercise 

     t=1                t=2  t=3        t=4 t=5      t=6

Recurrent hidden LSTM 
layer

At last time step, 
hidden layer 

contains 
representation 

for the input 
sequence

Predictions (at every 
timestep t, or only last t)


